THE NEW LANDAIRSEA TRACKING KEY HAS BEEN RELEASED WITH THE NEW VERSION 8.0 PAST-TRACK SOFTWARE

See our review on www.gpstrackingreview.com

GPS Vehicle Tracking with the Tracking Key

"It's like having a personal Private Investigator for a fraction of the price!"

Concerned if your teenager is driving recklessly or wondering about where they are going? Suspect your spouse or boyfriend/girlfriend of infidelity?
Wondering if your employees are using your vehicles for personal use?
Need a travel history of your limos, taxis, buses or other commercial vehicles?
If you answered yes to any of these questions, then you need the Tracking key.
The Tracking Key is a small, pocket sized device that receives signals from the twenty-four
Department of Defense satellites orbiting the earth. The internal computer accurately determines
the location of the device within 2.5 meters and records this data every second.

With this data and the included LandAirSea Tracking software, you can accurately determine
where a person traveled, how fast they drove, where they stopped and for how long. The
recorded data from the Tracking Key can be displayed over a street map, satellite images or in a
text report.

The Tracking Key is powered by just 2 AAA batteries and can be placed inside, outside and even
underneath the vehicle. The strong magnet mounts allows for instant mounting. The Tracking
Key is also waterproof so you do not have to worry about the elements.

Simply put, the Tracking key is an extremely affordable GPS vehicle tracking system that records
driving information. Think of it as a video recorder for vehicle travel activity.

List Price : $299.00

INSTANT REBATE
02/01/07 - 02/04/07
Price after Instant Rebate: $229.00

Availability: In Stock

Our tracking devices may not be used to violate the privacy rights of others, or in violation of
local, county, state or federal statutes. GPS tracking may be illegal in certain states. In no way
will LandAirSea Systems, Inc. or its subsidiaries, dealers or partners be held responsible for
inappropriate use of these products.

IT IS THE SOLE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE BUYER TO CONSULT LEGAL COUNSEL
FOR THE INTERPRETATION OF ANY LAWS APPLICABLE TO THE AREA OF
INTENDED USE OF THESE PRODUCTS.